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CHANGING A STUDENT'S CLASSROOM BEHAVIOR USING
OPERANT CONDITIONING TECHNIQUES
Judith Ann Paulson
Central Washington State College
Teacher (T) attention was found to be reinforcing
to a sixth grade-boy who constituted a serious behavior
problem in !'s regular classroom of 30 students. This
reinforcement was used differentially to shape in successive approximations the boy's acceptable classroom
(+) behaviors and to extinguish his unacceptable (-)
ones. The + behaviors that T intermittently gave attention to dramatically and significantly increased and the
- behaviors that she consistently ignored similarly decreased. A control phase was used in which T simply
ignored all behaviors completely; such withdrawal of reinforcement resulted in the expected and highly significant increase of - behaviors and the decrease of +
behaviors. This experiment gave observational and
statistical support to behavior modification theory and
practice.

PROBLEM
This experiment was designed to extinguish a sixth
grade boy's undesirable classroom behaviors by the complete
withdrawal of teacher attention, and to develop and increase
in successive approximations, the child's desirable classroom behaviors by frequent and intermittent teacher attention.

The study was meant to be:

(a) research replicating

numerous other similar studies, but in addition be a behavior modification experiment conducted in a regular
classroom setting in an elementary school and in as practical a way as possible for a teacher with 30 students, and
(b) a response to a request from the boy's teachers for
service and help.
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Definitions
The following operational definitions were made
after the investigator (E) observed the boy (who will be
called "Jack" in this study) in his hour Language Arts
(L.A.) class on three days and with the help of a School
Psychology Practicum diagnostic report on Jack 1 and reports from three of his teachers. 2
1.

Jack's undesirable classroom behaviors:

the

teacher (T) accepts or ignores any one of these behaviors
evidenced by the children once in a while.

But she con-

siders much of Jack's behavior undesirable for all concerned because all of these following behaviors occur and
occur too frequently•

Examples are:

when

!

directs the

class to do something, like getting a book out or starting
to work on something, Jack does not do it until individually told to do so or does it only after some delay.
Sometimes he does the exact opposite of what is directed.
He looks around the room instead of paying attention to
T, the assigned work, or the test he is supposed to be
taking; he watches somebody having nothing to do with the
immediate instruction; he watches T when he is supposed
to be reading or writing; or he just sits in his desk
when this is inappropriate to the given situation.

He

apparently gives his attention to and plays with pencils,
ruler, pieces of paper, and his hands and fingers--on his
head, on his face, and in his mouth.

He writes and draws

3
on his desk, textbooks, and hands.
and crumpled pieces of paper.
answer questions when

~

He throws spit-wads

He raises his hand to

is not looking at him and then

puts his hand down just as she turns to him; he raises
his hand to get individual help but does not really need
it, as when he hands T a rubber band when she comes to
his desk; he constantly raises and drops his hand; and
he raises his hand during a test or at a time when everyone else is working.

He makes "faces" or appears to look

puzzled, worried, angry, or sick.
reprimanded.

He shows anger when

He tells obvious lies.

He hunches over his

desk doing something when the class is supposed to be
watching T or doing something else; or he puts his head
on his desk.

He stands in his desk, gets up and leaves

it, moves and lifts it.
getting way.
him.

He stretches in an attention

He talks to the boy in front or in back of

He gets other children around him "scoldedn by T

by moving their books with his feet from under their
desks into the aisles.

He writes on the shirt of the boy

in front of him or pokes him.
one in particular.

He "mouths 0 words to no

When something amusing happens, he

smiles for an inappropriate length of time.
books, ruler, and pencils on the floor.

He drops

He makes noises

by doing such things as snapping his fingers and tapping
or kicking his feet.

He makes such attention getting

moves as "echoing" when the class is pronouncing new
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spelling words.

He spends the greater part of some periods

doing such things as playing with a rubber band and twisting
it around his finger until the circulation is cut off; when
bis finger turns somewhat purple, he takes the rubber band
off and sucks his finger for a while; then he keeps repeating this process.

Summing, he consistently makes use of

situations and circumstances in such ways that they are
normally followed by teacher or peer attention.
2.

Jack's desirable classroom behaviors which are

occasionally present include:

following, even if only

slowly at first, an instruction given to the class or somebody else; paying attention to the instruction being given
by watching T when she speaks, watching another child who
is speaking to the class, reading or writing the assigned
work, or just sitting quietly in his desk when this is the
appropriate thing to be doing; raising his hand to answer
a question when he apparently has an answer, or raising
his hand to volunteer to do something that T has asked for;
giving an answer or verbally contributing to the class;
helping

!

or his peers in some way or running an errand;

and manifesting any one or more of these appropriate behaviors for some length of time.

3.

Jack's undeterminable classroom behaviors:

these refer to behaviors that for arry of a number of reasons observers cannot classify as either desirable or
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undesirable.

For example, E may not be able to see exactly

what Jack is doing at that moment.

Or

~

may not be certain

of what T is asking or expecting of him or the class at
that time.

Also some behaviors evidence both desirable

and undesirable features at the same time which makes precise classification impossible.

For example, Jack may be

vigorously chewing on his hand, pen, and ruler all at the
same time and yet apparently paying attention to what is
going on in class.
4.

Positive social reinforcers for Jack: in T's

classroom attention especially from her but also from the
other students seems to be highly reinforcing.

These in-

ferences are made from the fact that much of Jack's behavior, which his teachers find so objectionable, is
naturally followed by attention.

His undesirable be-

haviors are intermittently followed by T's correcting him,
mildly reprimanding him, frowning at him, repeating instructions for him, telling him to "hurry up, 0 giving him
special help, coming to his desk, or talking with him for
a moment.

Another example of Jack's seeking for attention

or approval is the time when T asked for a certain kind of
textbook, and Jack shouted out, "Sister, I have one!"

Some

of his peers also reinforce him by helping him when he apparently does not know what to do, or by laughing at his
remarks and actions.

That one of Jack's principal rein-

forcers is attention of any kind is also confirmed by the
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diagnostic report ref erred to above and the reports from
Jack's teachers.
Some other forms of attention which T can use to
reinforce Jack's behavior are:

(a) verbal reinforcers,

such as praising him; saying "good," "correct," and "I
like that"; making any reference to his being on the
basketball team or even about basketball or the players
in general because this is one of his major interests
(this reference may be used in some English grammar example or simply be a remark made to Jack or the whole
class); (b) physical proximity or contact, such as standing next to his desk, looking at his work, and patting him
on the shoulder; (c) social (non-verbal) reinforcers, such
as looking at him while she is speaking, watching him with
an interested and approving look, listening to him with undivided attention, smiling at him or laughing with him,
and nodding in approval; (d) assisting him with his work,
explaining directions or assignments to him, and repeating
spelling words for him very distinctly and slowly when he
does not know them for a test; (e) asking him to help her
in any way (e.g., in passing out papers) or choosing him
for a special task, like being a scorekeeper during a
spelling-bee.

5.
members:

Positive social reinforcers for other class
from several hours of informal observation in
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T's classroom, it is clear to E that T's approval is positively reinforcing to the class in general and her disapproval is negatively reinforcing or punishing in general.
Their desirable classroom behavior and productivity are
consistently followed by T's verbal approval, encouragement, informal joking and conversation, smiling, granting
of privileges, requesting of help, or calling on the child
to answer, demonstrate something, or work at the blackboard--these T responses are highly reinforcing to Jack as
well.

That T's attention and approval are rewarding to

her class is manifested by the children's continued or increased productivity and enthusiasm.

She frequently ig-

nores undesirable behavior which then tends to disappear.
But when she does correct somebody or express her disapproval about something, her wishes seem always to be complied with.

This situation is important to mention because

it suggests that T's behavior in this experiment might have
some influence on the behavior of the rest of the class.
Since she is reinforcing to them, they might tend to imitate her behavior.

Thus when T differentially reinforces

Jack's behaviors, the other class members might tend to
imitate her behavior and give or withdraw attention in the
same direction as her reinforcement.

To counteract this

possible tendency, throughout the conditioning experiment

! attempts to react neutrally to the other children when
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they respond to Jack.

But this variable of the peer rein-

forcement is not controlled and thus represents a limitation
in this study.

However, peer reinforcement of Jack's

desirable and undesirable behaviors is at least recorded.
Theory and Research
In behavior modification experiments, one asks the
following questions:
• • • (a) what behavior is maladaptive, that is,
what subject behaviors should be increased or decreased;
(b) what environmental contingencies currently support
the subject's behavior (either to maintain his undesirable behavior or to reduce the likelihood of his performing a more adaptive response); and (c) what environmental changes, usually reinforcing stimuli, may
be manipulated to alter the subject's behavior
[Ullmann & Krasner, 1965, pp. 1-2].
" • • • all behavior modification boils down to procedures utilizing 'systematic environmental contingencies
to alter the subject's responses to stimuli' [ibid., p.
to extinguishing and conditioning techniques.

29],"

Maladaptive

responses must be changed, and adaptive responses must be
either learned and/or practiced.

In differential reinforce-

ment maladaptive behaviors are extinguished by removing any
reinforcing stimuli that might be maintaining such behaviors,
and adaptive behaviors are shaped and increased by making
positive reinforcement contingent upon the performance of
such behaviors.

This is a technique of operant conditioning

in which the response is basically controlled by the consequent stimuli, the positive or negative reinforcers (Bijou
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& Baer, 1961; Hilgard & Bower, 1966; Skinner, 1948).

The

preceding stimuli are either setting events that set the
occasion for reinforcing the response or serve a motivational purpose, or they are discriminative stimuli which
denote a time or place of positive or negative reinforcement being presented or removed.

The main point to be

made here is that operant behavior pays off in some way-it is shaped, increased, and maintained by some kind of
reinforcement.

If this reinforcement is intermittent and/

or variable rather than continuous or fixed, learning is
more resistant to extinction later on.

Moreover, inter-

mittent reinforcement from a teacher in a classroom situation is more practical and possible (Gottsegen & Gottsegen,
1960; Woody, 1966).
There are innumerable behavior modification studies
and more specifically studies involving differential reinforcement and successive approximation (Honig, 1966; Mcivor,
1967; Ulrich, Stachnik, & Mabry, 1966; Wike, 1966).

That

operant conditioning techniques can modify behavior has
been generally established and accepted as a result of
these studies.

One study of particular interest here is

"The alteration of behavior in a special classroom situation" by Zimmerman and Zimmerman (1962), because of its
basic similarity to the present experiment.

These authors

altered the classroom behavior of two emotionally disturbed
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boys by arranging and manipulating its social consequences.
Both boys were 11 years old, appeared to have no organic
disorder, were of normal intelligence, were in a residential treatment center, and attended daily for one hour
E. Zimmerman's English class composed of three boys, each
receiving individual attention.

The first boy was rein-

forced with attention in the form of smiling, chatting,
and physical proximity only immediately after the performance of desired classroom behavior or some approximation
of it in the desired direction.
consistently ignored.

Undesirable behavior was

After a month of such treatment,

the previous frequency of bizarre and undesirable behavior
decreased to almost zero per class session.

At the end of

the project the child was also working more efficiently
and making adequate academic progress.

With the second

boy, his tantrums, irrelevant verbal behavior, and baby
talk were consistently ignored.

The termination of such

behaviors was reinforced by the teacher conversing with
the child, placing herself in his proximity, or initiating
an activity appealing to him.

When he was working quietly

or evidenced desirable classroom behavior, the teacher
addressed him in a friendly way and permitted several
seconds' worth of verbal exchange.

When the child listened

attentively to a lesson being presented to the whole class,
the teacher reinforced him by asking him a question that
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he could answer or by looking at him, smiling at him, etc.
The reinforcement was delivered intermittently rather than
continuously.

After several weeks of such treatment, tan-

trums in class disappeared entirely.

No generalization

was observed to outside situations because the consequences
of such behavior outside the classroom varied.

Frequency

of undesirable verbal behavior decreased almost to the
point of elimination.

His speech was more generally char-

acterized by relevancy and maturity.

At the conclusion of

the study, he was working more efficiently and making good
progress.

This study was a good example of the differen-

tial reinforcement of adaptive and maladaptive behaviors,
of the basic techniques of shaping and extinguishing employed in the present experiment.

But some major differ-

ences between this reviewed study and the present one were
that in the latter the setting was a regular classroom
situation, there were 30 children in the room, experimental control was utilized, and stricter and more objective
criteria for modification were used than those at least
reported in the reviewed study.

The present study also

differed from other similar ones in the literature by being
conducted by a teacher of many children in a regular classroom.
HyPotheses
Phase 1:

when T intermittently but frequently for

three to five weeks rewards Jack's desirable classroom
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behaviors with attention, such behaviors significantly increase statistically.

When T simultaneously and consistent-

ly does not reinforce his undesirable classroom behaviors
by withdrawing her attention, such behaviors significantly
decrease.
Phase 2:

when T invariably withdraws attention fol-

lowing any and all behaviors for a one-week control period,
desirable behaviors at least tend to decrease and undesirable
behaviors to increase.
Phase 3:

and again when T intermittently but fre-

quently for one to three weeks rewards Jack's desirable
behaviors, such behaviors significantly increase, i.e., there
is a statistically significant difference between the frequency of such behaviors before and after the conditioning
experiment.

When T consistently does not reinforce his un-

desirable behaviors, such behaviors similarly decrease
significantly.
METHOD
Subject
The following description was taken directly from
the psychological report on Jack referred to under "Definitions"; identifying information was obviously excluded.
Jack was 12 years old, in the 6th grade, and the
oldest child in his family.

He was referred for a psycho-

logical evaluation by his regular teacher because of
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academic and social difficulties.

His teacher reported

that he was doing poor work in school and had a tendency
to show-off in class.

She interpreted this behavior as a

"craving for attention. 11

Jack was viewed as a nervous,

highly active boy, whose behavior could be characterized
as mildly rebellious.

This rebellion had taken the form

of refusal to turn in his work, and difficulty in his interpersonal relationships.
Jack's mother reported a normal pregnancy and development.

The father had been absent from the home

during most of Jack's life, and the responsibility for
raising the children had been entirely the mother's.

But

because she had to work, the children were cared for much
of the time by female relatives.
When the examiner presented Jack with the task of
drawing a man, then a woman, and finally himself, Jack
worked quickly and carelessly, doing a "poor" job.

He

appeared to think that this was a "funny" task for a
boy of his age.

His score on this Harris-Goodenough Draw-

A-Man test was thus even lower than his scores on the
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC) which
were more average and representative.

On the WISC admin-

istration Jack showed some apprehension at first, as evidenced by flushing and tension.
able to relax.

As time passed he was

He displayed some nervousness on the Per-

formance section, but with accompanying interest and
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enthusiasm.

The WISC results indicated that he was cur-

rently functioning at the lower-normal range of intelligence, or above about 20% of children his age.
his subtest scores were above average.
low:

None of

Two were quite

Digit Span, presumably measuring attention and rote

memory, and Object Assembly, measuring ability to visually
organize familiar objects.
From the Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) and the
Make-A-Picture-Story test (MAPS), Jack was characterized
as a boy striving to be accepted and noticed.

In the

stories he seemed to be looking for some behavior to model
his own after.

He seemed to be searching for types of be-

havior that were acceptable and correct.

The stories

ended in a fate-oriented way with the central character
having very little to do with the outcomes.

He rejected,

or failed to use, all female figures on the MAPS even
though he used some women in the stories.
The results of the Wide Range Achievement Test
(WRAT) indicated that Jack was currently achieving appreciably below his grade level.

His reading score was

within the second grade level; spelling, the third grade
level; and arithmetic, roughly the mid-fourth grade level.
The results of the Guess-Who-Game3 (see Appendix A)
in Jack's regular classroom indicated that he was perceived
by his class members as definitely one with problems.
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This widespread negative perception occurred more frequently with Jack than with any other child by an extremely
wide margin.

(See a further discussion of this under

"Follow-up" under

0

Results. 0

)

The recommendations made were the following:

(a)

due to his retarded development in the academic subjects,
either place Jack in a special education class the following school year or utilize a male to tutor Jack in these
subjects.

This person could be a dependable high school

student (e.g., an FTA member with aspirations towards
teaching) as long as the tutoring would be continuous and
guided by a teacher.

(b) Design and carry out a behavior

modification experiment, supervised by E, with Jack as the
subject in the hope of modifying his behavior in the
classroom.

(c) Due to his difficulties in social situa-

tions and relationships, either initiate counseling for
Jack with some male figure so that Jack could have a model
to pattern some of his behaviors after, or develop a "big
brother" relationship for him with a high school or college
student provided that this relationship were continuous and
consistent.
Teacher
The teacher (T) who actually carried out this conditioning experiment had a B.A. in Social Sciences.

During

the school year 1965-66 she cadetted in a double fifthsixth grade.

During the school year 1966-67 when she
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conducted the present experiment, she taught fifth grade,
fifth and sixth grade L.A., and fourth grade music.

She

taught Jack L.A. and towards the end of the project started
teaching his reading class too.
Research Design
1.

Initial observations were made by

~

to obtain

a sample of Jack's behavior pattern and to get a "feeling"
for the specific classroom environment.

She observed in

T's L.A. 9:30-10:30 class on Mon., Jan. 9, 1967i Tues.,
Jan. 10th; Thurs., Jan. 12th; and Thurs., March 9th.

This

informal observation enabled E to make some operational
definitions of Jack's desirable and undesirable behaviors
to be differentially reinforced.

It also made clear that

for several reasons there would be some behaviors that it
would be impossible for an observer to categorize as either
desirable or undesirable.

Operational definitions (given

previously) were also made of the teacher and peer behaviors
that appeared to reinforce Jack's behaviors, and of T's
behaviors that appeared to reinforce the class in general.
2.

A basal rate of Jack's desirable and undesirable

behaviors in his L.A. class was determined from March 14th
to the 21st inclusive.

This was accomplished by two ob-

servers4 who first practiced rating together during three
consecutive 30-min. periods (March 13th and 14th).

(The

periods utilized in this study were approximately 30 minutes,
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sometimes slightly more or less.)

Then the observers

formally rated and recorded Jack's behaviors during three
consecutive 30-min. periods (March 14th and 16th).

During

the following three consecutive periods (March 20th and
21st), E alone recorded the behaviors.

The observers were

equipped with a shared watch with a third hand and each
with 30-min. record forms (see Fig. 1).

At the end of

every 10 seconds they checked on the form Jack's behavior
at that approximate moment as being desirable (+), undesirable (-), or undeterminable (o).
the raters was checked by using:

Reliability between

(a) the significance of

the difference between percentages of + and of - behaviors
when the per cents are uncorrelated, and (b) the simple
percentage of overlap when the ratings are correlated.
When the observers rated together, the total score of +,
-, and o behaviors for each 30 mins. of each class period
was the average of the raters' totals.

The + and - scores

of each 30-min. period were graphed (see Fig. 2 under
"Results"), and their cumulative response records were recorded (see Fig. 3 under "Results").

Statistical tests

used were t tests for differences between proportions.

The

5% level of confidence was set as the demanded level of
significance (CR 1.96 or greater).

The total basal rate of

these behaviors was the weighted average of these six approximately 30-min. periods.

The raters were introduced to

Fig. 1

Recording form for behaviors
and reinforcement

+

Total
T

Time
Date
Rater
SECOND

10

20

40

30

.I:
GI

.I:
GI

a:I

a:I
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4

5
6
7
8
9
10
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13
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15
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17
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26

27
28
29
30
TOTALS
'"----

+:acceptable behaviors
- =unacceptable behaviors
0 = undeterminable behaviors
T : teacher attention

+, - ,

T

.I:
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3

P = Peer attention
Preceding
0

p

·->

1
2

PERCENTAGES

T

= behavior reinforced

"'...0
0

0
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"'...0
·->

a:I

50

p

-

..."'
·-0>
0

INTERVALS

Total

0

p
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the class as students preparing to work with children in
schools, and doing a project for one of their classes.
The observers sat together in order to reduce inevitable
error caused by different views of the child, but there
was a partition between their record forms to prevent one
rater from seeing the ratings of the other.

Effort was

made to prevent Jack from becoming aware that attention
was being focused on him.
At the same time as the raters were making Jack's
baseline recording, they were also recording on the same
form T's and the peers' behaviors when these appeared to
be in response to Jack's behaviors.

A count was made of

each time T or the peers gave Jack any reinforcement in
the form of attention, and it was noted whether Jack's
behavior that it followed was +, -, or o.

Throughout the

experiment E's count of T and peer reinforcement following
+ and - behaviors was included on the graphing of these

behaviors.

Inter-rater reliability on these counts was

checked by a simple percentage of agreement between totals
of each 30-min. period.

The T was instructed during this

baseline time to respond to Jack as much as possible as
she had done in the past.

Throughout the experiment,

during and after each observation note was made on the
record form of any significant events occurring in the
classroom or explanation of scoring and behaviors.

Also
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throughout the experiment E gave T feedback of recorded

-

-

results for each period, and T in turn informed E of any
behaviors or circumstances that E might not have been
aware of or seen.

3.

Phase 1:

it was planned to continue this phase

for from three to five weeks depending upon the occurrence
of significant behavior modification.

It was actually

continued for approximately four weeks, from March 28th to
April 20th inclusive.

The T differentially reinforced

Jack's behaviors during each daily L.A. class (Mon., Tues.,
and Thurs. from 9:30 to 10:30; Wednes. from 12:30 to 1:30;
and Fri. from 9:30 to 10:00); and beginning towards the
end of this phase during each daily reading class from
10:50 to 11:30 when T took over this class also.

She con-

sistently, continually ignored all of Jack's undesirable
classroom (-) behaviors.

She intermittently, but very fre-

quently especially in the beginning, rewarded with attention any of his desirable classroom (+) behaviors.

Es-

pecially in the beginning she rewarded his + behaviors
every chance that she could.

She attempted to reinforce

such behaviors almost immediately after they were emitted
in order to be most effective in shaping his behaviors.
Especially in the beginning she rewarded even approximations of + behaviors.

Then gradually she raised her

criteria as to what constituted a + response, thus shaping
his behaviors.

The T attempted to respond neutrally or
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not at all to other class members when they responded to
Jack's behaviors.

Jack's other teachers were asked before

and throughout the experiment to relate to Jack in their
usual way, doing nothing new that was extreme or systematic.
The E was present during the Mon., Tues., and Thurs.
L.A. periods when this class was held to rate and record
on the form Jack's behaviors and T's and the peers' attention given to him.

The E was present a total of nine days

or 16 30-min. periods.

Each day's scores were graphed and

their cumulative response records recorded.

After four

weeks and a statistically significant increase of + behaviors and a decrease in - behaviors, this phase of the
experiment was terminated.

The test for significance of

the difference between percentages when the per cents are
uncorrelated was employed to determine the significance of
the difference between the average + and - scores during
the basal recording and the weighted average + and - scores
of the 16 30-min. periods of Phase 1.
4.

Phase 2:

this was continued for a week, from

April 24th to 28th inclusively.

As a control measure to

make more certain that it was really !'s reinforcing that
was controlling and modifying Jack's behaviors, she ceased
her Phase 1 differential reinforcing of his behaviors.
During this second phase T invariably withdrew attention
following any and all of Jack's behaviors.

In other words,
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she simply ignored him.

This approach was different from

her pre-experimental behavior in that here she did not even
intermittently reward with attention any of his undesirable
behaviors.
From the standpoint of a psychological experiment
this control phase was necessary, but from the standpoint
of what was best for the child it was believed to be undesirable.

It was believed that if T began scolding and

punishing Jack again, it might have unforeseen consequences
on him and detrimental effects on the new positive relationship developing between Jack and !·

It was rationalized

that at least the complete ignoring of Jack was in much
greater contrast to Phase 1 than it was to T's pre-experimental behavior.
The E was again present during the Mon., Tues., and
Fri. class periods (six 30-min. periods) to rate and record
Jack's behaviors and !'s and the peers' attention to him.
Each day's totals were graphed and their cumulative response
records recorded.

It was expected that at the end of this

week there would be a noticeable increase of - behaviors and
a decrease in + behaviors as compared with the end of Phase 1.
A "noticeable" change did not have to be statistically significant, but simply observable on the graph as an evident
trend.

5.

Phase 3:

it was planned to continue this phase

for from one to three weeks until some significant behavior
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modification had again occurred.

It was actually carried

on for one week, from May 1st to 5th inclusively.

The T

again differentially reinforced Jack's behaviors exactly
as she had done in Phase 1.
On four days and for six 30-min. periods E was
present to record.

The observer (0) as well as E was

again present on the last day for a 30-min. period.

Q and

~

The

followed the same rating and recording procedures

as they had done during the basal recording.

Their inter-

rater reliability was again checked using the same methods
as before.

Thus after one week and as soon as there was

again a statistically significant increase of + behaviors
and a decrease of - behaviors as compared with the initial
basal recording frequencies, the experiment was terminated.
The test for the significance of the difference between
percentages was employed to determine the significance of
the difference between the average + and - scores of the
basal recording week and the weighted average + and - scores
of the final week.

Each day's scores were graphed and

their cumulative response records recorded.
6.
experiment,

Follow-up:

(a) after the termination of the

! gradually lessened the extra frequency of

her positive reinforcement of Jack's + behaviors to a frequency she considered around the average in her classroom
but still adequate for Jack.
his - behaviors.

She tried to continue ignoring

(b) A post-check was made at a later
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interval (two 30-min. periods, May 22nd)

by~

the stability of the behavior modifications.

to determine
The same re-

cording form and test of significance were used.

(c) The

Guess-Who-Game (see Appendix A) was again administered in
Jack's regular sixth grade class on May 15th to see if
there were any differences in the way his peers perceived
him then in comparison with how they had perceived him
earlier in the year.

(d) Check was made for generaliza-

tion of modified behaviors to other classroom situations
by asking Jack's other teachers for a description of his
behavior at the end in comparison with the beginning of
the experiment.

(e) An attempt was made to carry out the

recommendations given in the diagnostic report on Jack.
RESULTS
Results are presented in graph and cumulative
record forms, illustrating the following descriptions (see
Figs. 2 and 3):
1.

Basal or operant level recording:

the weighted

average percentages of the 10-second interval ratings for
the six 30-min. periods were 36% + and 35% - behaviors.
Jack's behavior pattern during this recording was quite
inconsistent, ranging from 14% + and 44% - behaviors during
one period to 59% + and 15% - during another.
The 0 recorded behaviors with E during the first
three periods.

The inter-rater reliability was inevitably
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lowered because of different views of Jack; e.g., if Jack
turned in one direction, he gave one observer a better
view and blocked off the view of the other.

But even with

this limitation there was never any statistically significant difference between the two observers' ratings.

For

the first period E recorded 12% + and 44% - behaviors; 0
recorded 16% + and 44% -.

The difference between the 12-

and 16% + ratings was not significant (CR 1.09).

The per

cent of overlap when the ratings were correlated was 84.
For this period E noted no T reinforcements following +
behaviors (+T's), 10 following - (-T's) and 1 following
o (oT's); Q noted no +T's, 5 -T's, and 1 oT; there was a
crude (because of small numbers) average agreement or overlap here of 83%.

Also E noted no peer reinforcements fol-

lowing+ behaviors (+P's), 6 following - (-P's) and 1 following o (oP's); Q noted no +P's, 8 -P's, and 4 oP's; there
was an average agreement here of 67%.

For the second

period E recorded 26% + and 46% - behaviors; 0 recorded
34% + and 38% -.

The difference between the 26- and 34% +

ratings was not significant at the .05 level (CR 1.65).
The difference between the 46- and 38% - ratings was not
significant either (CR 1.53).
86.

The per cent of overlap was

For this period E noted 2 +T's, 7 -T's, and 2 oT's;

Q observed 1 +T, 6 -T's, and 3 oT's; the crude average
agreement here was 68%.

Also E noted no +P's, 15 -P's,
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and no oP's; 0 observed no +P's, 16 -P's, and 3 oP's; the
average agreement here was 73%.
recorded
14% -.

For the third period E

58% + and 15% - behaviors; 0 recorded 61%

+ and

The difference between the 58- and 61% ratings was

not significant (CR .56) nor was that between the 15- and
14% - ratings (CR .27).
For this period

~

The per cent of overlap was 92.

noted 2 +T's, 1 -T, and 2 oT's; Q noted

2 +T's, no -T's, and 2 oT's; the average agreement here
was 83%.

Also E observed no +P's, 3 -P's, and no oP's; 0

observed 1 +P, 2 -P's, and 2 oP's; the very crude average
agreement here was 51%.

Thus, there was no statistically

significant difference between

~'s

and O's ratings of +

and - behaviors, the per cent of overlap between their
ratings met E's criterion, and the agreement between their
observations of T and peer reinforcement was considered
adequate in view of the small number of observed reinforcements and in view of the limitation that both E and
0 could not be looking at Jack, T, and the peers simultaneously for 30 minutes (the average total agreement was

71%).
The sixth period was interesting because for the
first 10 minutes Jack's behavior was rated as mostly+ and
also o.

But when T started, possibly unintentionally, re-

inforcing his first - behavior, a failure to follow a
direction, his behavior for the next 26 minutes was rated
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as mostly - and also o.

He ended this 36-min. period with

21% + and 50% - behavior ratings.
During this basal recording during the three periods
when - behavior was higher than +, T had reinforced this
- behavior about six times more than she had when the behavior was lower than the +.

During this time she did

not reinforce the + behaviors more than twice in a period.
One day when his + behaviors were higher during both 30min. periods than his -, Jack left school shortly afterwards because he was ill; E and T hypothesized that he was
too sick to be nnaughty" that day.

At any rate, the 36% +

was higher and the 35% - was lower than the percentages
that T,

~'

and 0 had expected based on their previous

observation and experience.
2.

Phase 1:

the average percentages for these 16

30-min. periods were 77% + and 11% - behaviors.

During

this phase Jack's + behaviors were consistently rated much
higher than his -.

The range was from 57% + and 20% -

behaviors during the first period to a 100% + and 0% during the fourth period.

The statistical significance of

the difference between the two per cents when uncorrelated
was used, and the 77% + behaviors of Phase 1 was found to
be very significantly higher than the 36% + of the Basal
Recording (CR 23.70).

The same statistic was used to

demonstrate that the 11% - behaviors during Phase 1 was
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again significantly lower than the 35% - of the Basal
Recording (CR 17.27).
The +T's ranged from 5 to 27 a period.

The -T's

occurred at one or zero (one exception) during all periods;
these only occurred when ! did not realize that it was
Jack who had caused or participated in a disturbance or
when she was not aware that he had just previously been
misbehaving.

On another occasion he had his head down on

his desk (-), and then T asked if he were sleepy (-T).
Peer reinforcement seemed insignificant.

The +P's num-

bered from a usual 0 to a high of 7; the -P's from 0 to 2.
Jack responded to the differential reinforcement
immediately and his respective behaviors shifted dramatically in the predicted directions.

Whereas before this

phase Jack rarely even bothered to attempt any spelling
words or questions on a test, as early as the second
period he tried to take a test and just put check marks
where he did not know the answers.

In fact, on the last

day of this phase he apparently cared so much about doing
well on a test that he cheated!

He had the spelling words

already written on the side of his paper.

Although

~

con-

sidered this behavior to be positive for Jack, she marked
it mostly - and o because it would be considered as undesirable classroom behavior by most teachers.

Before this

phase during particularly difficult presentations and
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assignments or when he did not have his home work that
was supposed to be being corrected, he usually became extremely restless.

With differential reinforcement he

usually sat and paid attention or did whatever he could
that was required.

Once T noticed that Jack was looking

up a spelling word in the glossary and reinforced this by
asking him to give the definition to the class; thereafter,
he was frequently looking up definitions of words and was
intermittently rewarded for doing so.
another area in which

!

Penmanship was

frequently found opportunity to

reinforce Jack's efforts.

She almost always called on him

when he raised his hand to answer an easy question or
solve an easy problem and then praised him afterwards.
During this phase he usually followed directions, paid
attention, actively participated in classroom activities,
and worked on his assignments while in the room.

This was

in dramatic contrast to his preconditioning behaviors.

3.

Phase 2:

the average percentages for these six

30-min. periods were 47% + and 39% - behaviors.

The sta-

tistical significance of the difference between the two
per cents when uncorrelated was used, and the 47% + behaviors of Phase 2 was found to be significantly lower
than the 77% + of Phase 1 (CR 17.86).

However, it is in-

teresting that the per cent of + behaviors of Phase 2 was
significantly higher than the 36% of the Basal Recording
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(CR 5.26); this seemed to indicate that the differential
conditioning of Phase 1 was most successful.

The 39% -

behaviors of Phase 2 was found to be significantly higher
than the 11% of Phase 1 (CR 19.71), but not significantly
higher than the 35% - behaviors of the Basal Recording at
the .05 level (CR 1.95).
During the first day of this phase, Jack received
no observed reinforcement (even from peers), but rather
was completely ignored.

During the first 25 minutes he

tried to be "extra good" and made considerable effort to
get attention for these behaviors.

An example of this

obvious effort was a continual looking up of answers in
the textbook to !'s questions and of definitions of spelling words--such behaviors had been heavily reinforced
during Phase 1.

During the next 20 minutes he became

visibly discouraged, confused, and angry.

He started to

scribble heavily in his book, a forbidden behavior.

He

paid no apparent attention to what was going on in class.
Within the last 15 minutes he seemed to be again making
intermittent efforts to gain attention by acceptable behaviors.

For example, he volunteered to answer questions

several times and made an effort during the penmanship
lesson.

See Fig. 2 for the dramatic change in his be-

haviors from one 30-min. period to the next, and for the
final trend in the predicted directions during this second
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phase.

It is also noteworthy that Jack crune after school

that day to see ! which he had never done before; but T
paid as little attention to this extraordinary visit as
possible and just kept busy and working.
On the second day there was an even more extreme
switch in behaviors from the first to the second 30-min.
period.

For about the first 30 minutes Jack again made

every effort to gain recognition for his + behaviors.

He

immediately and exactly followed every direction, he paid
attention and listened, he raised his hand several times
to volunteer an answer to !'s questions, and he attempted
to do the work assigned in class.

But during the last 30

minutes he again looked puzzled and became negative.

When

a direction was given, he would do the obvious opposite;
e.g., when told to fold a paper carefully for future use,
he made a show of crumpling it and then throwing it up in
the air.

He vigorously chewed on anything available to

him, he raised his hand at inappropriate times, he stopped
doing all work, he wrote "all over" his hand, and just
played with two boys while they were supposed to be working
at their penmanship at the blackboard.

It was only from

these two boys that Jack received significant attention
that day.

The one teacher reinforcement that day was only

a look of warning directed towards all three boys for disturbing the class and not working.
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The third day the trend of - behaviors increasing
and + behaviors decreasing is clearly discernible.

The E

observed no reinforcement given to Jack on this last day
of Phase 2.

Some of his - behaviors included:

not follow-

ing directions, not doing the assigned work, not taking a
spelling test, playing with his ruler and pen and watch,
taking his pen apart and throwing it in the air, playing
with his book on his nose and mouth for about seven minutes,
hitting his ruler on things and making noise, writing on
his book, and dropping his books.
4.

Phase 3:

the average percentages for these six

30-min. periods were 93% + and 4% - behaviors.

The 93% +

behaviors was signif ieantly higher than the 36% of the
Basal Recording (CR 27.94), significantly higher than the
47% of Phase 2 (CR 23.71), and even significantly higher
than the 77% of Phase 1 (CR 11.51).

Thus the recondition-

ing of + behaviors in Phase 3 was more immediately effective,
successful, and consistent than in Phase 1.

Jack's + be-

haviors recovered fully with just a few +T's at first.
situation was similar with Jack's - behaviors.

The

The 4% -

behaviors was significantly lower than the 35% of the Basal
Recording (CR 18.67), significantly lower than the 39'fo of
Phase 2 (CR 20.23), and even significantly lower than the
11% of Phase 1 (CR 6.80).

The immediate reinstatement of

+ behaviors and extinction of - was maintained by a high
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rate of +T's and a consistently zero rate of -T's.

The

+T's ranged from 13 during one period to a high of 53
during another; +P's ranged from 0 to a high of 8; and
there were no -P's.
Jack started out the first period of the first day
by not following directions, but as soon as he did something remotely acceptable, T smiled at him.
gan the dramatic increase in + behaviors.
during this phase included:

This +T beOther +T's

calling on him to respond in

class, praising his work on the blackboard to the class,
giving him her book to use when he needed it, standing by
his desk while directing the class for several minutes at
a time, giving him individual help when needed, using his
name in a sentence about sports to be diagrammed by the
class, and choosing him to be a score-keeper at the blackboard during a class spelling-bee.

One time she took ad-

vantage of a natural situation to make the class' being
excused from an extra homework assignment contingent upon
Jack's successful correcting of an error that one of the
other children had made on the blackboard.
teered to correct the error and
that he could do it.

Jack had volun-

! was reasonably certain

'When he correctly made the change,

the whole class spontaneously clapped--this incident was
reinforcing to Jack (to put it mildly).

Jack's + be-

haviors during this phase included: paying attention,
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following directions, doing work assigned in class, making
an effort to diagram sentences which was very difficult
for him, raising his hand to volunteer several times, and
taking a 50-word spelling test to !'s great surprise.
On the last period and last day of this phase, 0
was again present, as during the Operant Level recording,
to record behaviors with

~·

There was no statistically

significant difference between the two observers' ratings
of + and - behaviors.
haviors;

The E recorded 98% + and 1% - be-

Q recorded 95%

+ and 3% -.

The difference be-

tween the 98- and 95% + ratings was not significant at
the .05 level (CR 1.66).

The CR for the difference be-

tween the 1- and 3% - ratings was 1.35.

The per cent of

overlap when the ratings were correlated was 98.

The

total per cent of overlap between E's and O's recordings
when the ratings for this period and the first three
periods of the Basal Recording are included was 90.
this last

period~

For

noted 23 +T's, no -T's, and no oT's;

Q noted 15 +T's, no -T's, and 1 oT; the average overlap
here was 7?!/o.

Also

~

observed no +P's, -P's, or oP's; 0

observed 1 +P, no -P's, and no oP's; the average overlap
here was 83%.
recordings of

The average agreement between E's and O's

!

and peer attention during this last

period and the first three periods of the Basal Recording
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was 73%.

This agreement seemed spuriously low because of

the small numbers.
5.

Follow-up:

(a) Post-check on May 22nd, 17

days after the termination of the conditioning experiment:
the average percentages for this day were 8o/'fo + and 7% behaviors.

The 89% + behaviors was significantly higher

than the 36% of the Basal Recording (CR 15.19), even significantly higher than the 77% of Phase 1 (CR 4.69), significantly higher than the 47% of Phase 2 (CR 12.07), but
significantly lower at the .05 level than the 93% of Phase
3 (CR 2.11).

The

7% -

behaviors of this post-check was

significantly lower than the 35% of the Basal Recording
(CR 8.75), not significantly lower than the 11% of Phase
1 (CR 1.92), significantly lower than the 39% of Phase 2
(CR 9.73), but significantly higher than the 4% of Phase

3 (CR 1.96).

Thus, this post-check showed the + behaviors

to be even higher than those during Phase 1 of the differential conditioning but lower than those during the final
phase of conditioning.

This indicated that successful

conditioning had taken place but that reduced T reinforcement of + behaviors had reduced their high frequency somewhat since the end of the experiment.

This post-check also

demonstrated the - behaviors to be still much lower than
the Basal Recording and Phase 2 - behaviors, but a little
increased since the termination of the experiment.

This
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also indicated that successful but imperfect nextinction"
had taken place.

The increase in - behaviors, according

to T, was also to be expected because it was the end of
the school year, close to vacation, and consequently most
of the children were unusually restless.
(b) On the first administration of the Guess-WhoGame (see Appendix A) in Jack's regular class in November,
1966, the class range was from a positive 20 to a negative
72, and the mean was .57 with a SD of 15.26.

Jack's total

score was the negative 72, 4.72 SD's below the mean!

On

the second administration on May 15th (10 days after the
termination of the experiment), the class range was from
a positive 36 to a negative 37, and the mean was .53 with
a SD of 12.52.

Jack's total score this time was the nega-

tive 37, "onlyn 2.96 SD's below the mean!

The difference

between Jack's two scores was 35; the difference would
only have had to be about 13 to be significant at the .Ol
level (SEdiff = 4.99).

Thus, there was definite change

and improvement on his scores.

Scores were obtained by an

algebraic total of positive and negative selections.

It

was interesting that frequently during the experiment the
other students reacted mildly negatively in expression or
words to
haviors.

~·s

more obvious reinforcements of Jack's + be-

However, although their feelings towards him

especially in the beginning were strongly negative, it
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seemed from these "Guess-Wb.0 11 results that T might have
been successful in changing the peer ·perception of Jack
considerably.

Their perception was still extremely nega-

tive but at least not as much as it had been at the beginning of the year before the experiment.

Much of the

negative perception of Jack at the end of the experiment
was to be expected if only as a carry-over from previous
years' experience and expectations.

But it was hypothe-

sized that there was a relationship between T's conditioning procedures, Jack's changed classroom behaviors,
and his peers' changed perception of him.

Contributing

to this changed perception were undoubtedly such incidents
as that already cited in which the class spontaneously applauded Jack's success when it saved them from a homework
assignment.
On the first administration of the Guess-Who-Game
Jack was seen by six children, including himself, as someone ngenerally rather sad, worried, or unhappy ••

.'
II •

on

the second test he was perceived this way by only one
child.

(The names of the students filling out these tests

were not on them, but Jack's test was identified by his
handwriting.)

On the second test he rated himself as

nsomeone who gives most everything he tried a fair trial."
On the first test 10 children, including himself, rated
him as someone "very easily discouraged • • • "; the second
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time 12 children, but not himself, still saw him this way.
The first time 7, including himself, perceived him as
"not friendly, not understanding, and not helpful"; the
second time only two children perceived him this way.

An

average of 10 children, including himself, saw him both
times as "someone who gets angry often and easily."

An

average of four children, including himself, rated him
both times as "someone who never seems to trust anyone.n
The first time five, including himself, characterized him
as "someone who gets upset and excited often"; the second
time only one other child in addition to himself characterized him as such.

Both times he was the only one who

saw himself as "usually willing to do what the group wants
to do."

The first time eight children and the second time

one saw him as "someone who never wants to do what the
group wants to do."

The first time 13 and the second

eight saw him as "someone who can't be depended on or
trusted."

Both times he alone perceived himself as "some-

one who cooperates in class and isn't noisy • • • n

But

seven on the first test and two on the second perceived
him as "often noisy in class."

From these results it

seemed that Jack and his peers are in agreement that at
least he is less outstandingly unhappy, less unfriendly,
less unwilling to go along with the group, less noisy in
class, but still as easily angered, and still untrusting.
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Jack, at least, now saw himself as making an effort, not
becoming easily discouraged, but still becoming easily
upset.

Several peers still looked upon him as untrust-

worthy, a perception surely hard to overcome.

These

changes in peer and self perceptions of Jack are interesting additions to the more objective observations of
his behavior.
(c) The teacher (T) who actually did the conditioning evaluated the experiment and its results, and
her evaluation is paraphrased as follows:

each phase

accomplished what E and T intended it to.

Before the

experiment Jack was extremely uncooperative in class and
would do practically nothing that he was directed to do.
He frequently displayed strong negative emotion, especially after being corrected by T.

By the end of the

experiment he was cooperative, pleasant, and friendly.
He frequently chatted with T when this was not necessary.
He seemed to be enjoying class and was more united with
the others in their appropriate responses and reactions.
The

! noted that after the conditioning Jack even laughed

at the right times, viz., at her jokes!

He still did not

do his assignments except for about two or three times
during the experiment, but T felt that this was because
he was simply incapable of doing them.

She said that the

big difference after the experiment was that Jack came to
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tell her that he did not have his assignments because he
had not understood them.

Before the experiment he had

never bothered with such explanations or communications.
When 0 observed with E before the Operant Level
recording and then recorded with E during the first three
periods, he remarked that Jack seemed severely emotionally
disturbed with a possible central nervous system disorder.
When 0 returned to record on the last day of Phase 3, he
remarked that he could hardly believe that Jack was the
same child he had observed almost two months previously.
He noted that Jack even seemed more "relaxed."
No attempt was made to objectively determine whether
or not there was any generalization of Jack's modified behaviors to other classroom situations.

Although his other

teachers' reports of his behavior in their rooms certainly
did not demonstrate any generalization, they were at least
not inconsistent with the possibility of generalization.
These teachers were asked before and throughout the experiment to respond to Jack's behaviors in their usual way
which involved periodic punishment of his unacceptable behaviors and reward once in a while for his acceptable behaviors.

His regular sixth grade teacher reported that

there was no comparison between Jack's behavior at the beginning and at the end of the school year; she felt that he
had been gradually improving all year, especially since the
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beginning of the second semester which was about two months
before the experiment began.

She said that he regressed

to his old ways but not as often as he used to.

Whereas

at the beginning of the year he never bothered to take
tests, by the end he made an effort and always took the
tests.

By the end he turned in many more assignments than

he did not.

His grades fluctuated on assignments and re-

port cards from an "A" in his favorite subject to a failing
mark.

He had fewer temper outbursts.
His music teacher reported that a noticeable change

for the better took place in him around the beginning of
April in her class, about a month before the conditioning.
She said that previously he had tried to get her attention
in negative, disruptive ways, but that gradually he stopped
this.

He began to join in, cooperate, sing, and apparently

enjoy class.
(d) The recommendations made after the psychological
diagnosis were carried out as follows:

it was arranged for

Jack to enter a special education class geared to his
present academic abilities and performance for the next
school year in a public school, where further operant conditioning might be possible; the behavior modification experiment was, of course, designed by E and carried out by
T; and finally after the experiment was finished, a male
teacher on the staff at the grade school attempted to
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cultivate further his already good relationship with Jack.
DISCUSSION
The present experiment gave further support to
operant conditioning and reinforcement theory in general
and to the numerous successful behavior modification
studies and experiments reported in the literature.

Dif-

ferential reinforcement can modify behaviors significantly
and indefinitely; it can shape and increase desirable behaviors and extinguish or at least lessen the frequency of
undesirable behaviors.

The major challenge is usually to

determine the effective and practical reinforcement, for
reinforcement is always a relative thing and sometimes
difficult to control.

Once it was discovered through ob-

servation, teacher reports, and a psychological diagnosis
that T attention was reinforcing for Jack, it was a comparatively simple matter to differentially use such attention to condition Jack's behaviors.

There is now ample

evidence that such techniques can be successfully utilized
by teachers in a classroom situation (Bergan & Caldwell,

1967).

The statistically significant results obtained in

this experiment (even 17 days after its termination), the
thrilling contrast in Jack's behaviors observed first-hand
by E,

Q, and ! before, during, and after the experiment,

and the significant change in peer perception of Jack, are
additional evidences to support the definite value of
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operant conditioning in the classroom.
Two other noteworthy observations regarding the
results of this experiment were consistent with operant
conditioning theory.
sponse.

One was the expected spurt of a re-

In Phase 2 this was precisely what occurred the

first period of the first two days.

Another result was

that throughout the experiment the + behaviors always increased more significantly than the - behaviors decreased,
or decreased less significantly than the - behaviors increased.

This supported the hypothesis that positive re-

inforcement is in several respects preferable to and more
effective than punishment or non-reward in modifying behaviors.

However, that the absolute frequency of - be-

haviors would supersede the frequency of + behaviors during
Phase 2 was predicted for at least two reasons.

The com-

plete withdrawal of reinforcement constituted a punishing
situation for Jack; it was to be expected that this

11

pun-

ishment11 might be correlated with the expression of negative emotion and behavior.

Another possible explanation

was that in the absence of all positive and negative reinforcement, the - behaviors that had previously been reinforced most frequently and strongly for the longest period
of time would spontaneously recover, whereas the + behaviors only recently reinforced to any extent would be
relatively easy to extinguish.
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Several limitations affecting the significance of
the experiment were recognized.

To

~

the most signifi-

cant limitation was the fact that the behavior modification was not the complete or ultimate answer to Jack's
problems.

After a short time of differential condition-

ing he seemed ready to learn and he demonstrated average
tested intelligence, but after six years of falling further and further behind his class, he was academically
retarded and was currently incapable of learning very
much in T's regular L.A. classroom.

He needed to be in

a special education class geared to his present academic
abilities in addition to arriving at learning readiness.
Also, in spite of E's enthusiasm about this operant experiment, no amount of differential reinforcement from T
only could have substituted for the male relationship and
counseling that Jack needed.

The conclusion here was

that the use of operant conditioning techniques by T was
a tremendous and invaluable source of help for Jack, but
that many other answers had to be found and other sources
of help had to be made available.
Other possible limitations to the present experiment were:

(a) the peer reinforcement of Jack's behaviors

was not controlled but only recorded.

However, it was

evident that the peer reinforcement was neither closely
related positively or negatively with T reinforcement nor
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was it significantly influential in controlling Jack's
behaviors.

Thus, this uncontrolled variable of peer re-

inforcement did not turn out to be an important variable
as E had feared that it might.

And (b) Jack's other

teachers reported that he had been progressively improving
in their classrooms some time before and independently of
his differential conditioning.

However, their report did

not cast doubt on the efficacy of the conditioning in T's
classroom.

For this conditioning in her room was made as

independent as possible from all other variables, and it
included its own control, Phase 2.

It was also possible

that the other two teachers might have been doing more
differential conditioning than E intended them to do; for
both were aware of the techniques that T was going to use
before the experiment ever began, and they might have used
them to even a considerable extent.

Whereas, T was scrupu-

lous about not beginning the differential conditioning before Phase 1 and about following E's directions regarding
the whole experiment.

Another possibility is that T con-

ditioned Jack's +behaviors by using only positive reward
and extinguished his - behaviors by merely withdrawing
this reward, whereas Jack's other teachers might have
achieved similar-looking results with possibly unrealized
side-effects by using more negative techniques.
The following are a few implications that this
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experiment has for practice:

(a) a teacher, preferably

with some assistance from the counselor or school psychologist, in a regular classroom with even 30 students can
successfully carry out a systematic differential reinforcement experiment in addition to her teaching and other
duties.

She does not necessarily need extra time or

equipment to do this, but simply be organized in her work,
consistent, creative, highly motivated, sensitive to the
children, and always mindful to some extent of the ongoing project and committed to its successful outcome.
It was E's conviction that T's being this kind of a teacher
in addition to having excellent rapport with her class enabled T to condition Jack's behaviors so significantly.
(b) Such conditioning does not necessarily take a long
period of time, nor is it necessarily superficial and
temporary.

In this experiment Jack responded immediately

to the differential reinforcement, only short periods of
time were found to be necessary for each phase, and the results were apparently stable and long-lasting.

(c) Experi-

mental control is possible to some considerable extent in
a regular classroom situation.

It is also possible here to

have stricter and more objective criteria for modification
than mere observation and description.

And (d) the very

simple recording technique and form devised by E for this
study were reliable and valid in rating behaviors in the
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classroom and recording T and peer reinforcement.
conclusion, what

In

! did for Jack in her classroom involved

a simple technique that any good teacher could utilize
successfully in working with her students.
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1by Mr. Gerald Shulenbarger, a graduate student in
School Psych. at Central Wash. State College, Ellensburg,
Wash.
2Jack's regular sixth grade teacher, his music teacher,
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His L.A. Teacher, Sr. Rachel Acosta, F.C.S.P.,

carried out the experiment.
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APPENDIX A
GUESS WHO GAME

(Upper Grades)

This is a guess who game or test. It has nothing to do
with grades in school. It is not necessary to put your
names on your papers. This guessing game is one way of
helping teachers understand students better and the cooperation of every student is needed. Do your own
guessing and don't let others know how you make your
guesses. Read each of the statements carefully. Guess
who in the room the words best fit. Who does it most
sound like? Print or write the name on the blank line
after the words. A name may be used more than once, if
you think the same student fits more than one statement.
Just read the statements and print or write in the name
of some classmate (in this class) in the blank after the
words.
1.

Here is someone who is generally cheerful, jolly and
good-natured, laughs and smiles a good deal.
Guess who

2.

Here is someone who generally seems rather sad,
worried or unhappy, who hardly ever laughs or smiles.
Guess who
•

3.

Here is someone who gives most everything he tries a
fair trial. Guess who

4.

Here is someone who is very easily discouraged--gives
up easily. Guess who
•

5.

Here is someone who is generally very friendly, understanding and helpful. Guess who

6.

Here is someone who is not friendly, not understanding,
and not helpful. Guess who
•

7.

Here is someone who doesn't get angry easily.
Guess who

8.

Here is someone who gets angry often and easily.
Guess who
•

9.

Here is someone who seldom seems to worry unless there
is a good reason. Guess who
•

10.

Here is someone who always seems worried about something. Guess who
•
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11.

Here is someone who seems to trust most people.
Guess who

12.

Here is someone who never seems to trust anyone.
Guess who

13.

Here is someone who does not get excited easily.
Guess who

14.

Here is someone who gets upset and excited often.
Guess who

15.

Here is someone who is usually willing to do what
the group wants to do. Guess who

•

16.

Here is someone who never seems to want to do what
the group wants to do. Guess who

17.

Here is someone who can be trusted and depended on.
Guess who

18.

Here is someone who can't be depended on or trusted.
Guess who
•

19.

Here is someone who cooperates in class and isn't
noisy when the group is trying to work.
Guess who

20.

Here is someone who is often noisy in class.
Guess who

